Evaluation of three principally different intact protein prefractionation methods for plasma biomarker discovery.
The aim of this study was to evaluate three principally different top-down protein prefractionation methods for plasma: high-abundance protein depletion, size fractionation and peptide ligand affinity beads, focusing in particular on compatibility with downstream analysis, reproducibility and analytical depth. Our data clearly demonstrates the benefit of high-abundance protein depletion. However, MS/MS analysis of the proteins eluted from the high-abundance protein depletion column show that more proteins than aimed for are removed and, in addition, that the depletion efficacy varies between the different high-abundance proteins. Although a smaller number of proteins were identified per fraction using the peptide ligand affinity beads, this technique showed to be both robust and versatile. Size fractionation, as performed in this study, focusing on the low molecular weight proteome using a combination of gel filtration chromatography and molecular weight cutoff filters, showed limitations in the molecular weight cutoff precision leading detection of high molecular weight proteins and, in the case of the cutoff filters, high variability. GeLC-MS/MS analysis of the fractionation methods in combination with pathway analysis demonstrates that increased fractionation primarily leads to high proteome coverage of pathways related to biological functions of plasma, such as acute phase reaction, complement cascade and coagulation. Further, the prefractionation methods in this study induces limited effect on the proportion of tissue proteins detected, thereby highlighting the importance of extensive or targeted downstream fractionation.